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The speed of Advent is standing still. We are fixed with wonder. 
The bare landscape is throbbing with mystery and the rain clouds 
are moving eastward. As we scan the distance for a sign of 
movement we see the shape of light for we are standing at the 
edge of dawn. 
 
The prophet Isaiah has marked this stopping place with 
metaphors from the natural world which call humanity to 
expectation. The mountain of God, touching earth, reaching 
heaven, is linking all time in the birth of a Messiah. In Advent we 
stand still at that point where time and eternity are as one. All 
creation is yearning for the moment of link-up and the nations are 
a stream of hope flowing to the mountain of God. 
 

The anticipation of the coming of the Messiah throughout the Old Testament was in terms of 
release from bondage, from the tyranny of systemic oppression, enshrined in empire and in 
institution. The people waited in exile for an action of God to restore what was derelict and the 
prophets spoke of expectation. It was a message pulsating with the promise of release and in 
the expectation, History stood still and the people turned around. Before their very eyes the 
desert rocks became a highway and the voices of war stopped to listen. They were going 
home.  
 
Like the people Israel we all have a turning point. There is a time to go home, to ourselves, to 
a neighbour, to a friend, to the family, to living again. We who have sat by the rivers of 
Babylon and wept for Zion, have learned from the silence of separation. Advent time offers us 
a way out of the wilderness, to remember again, to restore the connection, to live the dream.   
 
The standing time where expectation intensifies and swells is the changing time. As the 
people of South Africa and more recently the people of Burma, have learned, the taste of 
freedom becomes a fire in the stilled heart and those who wait in darkness catch the 
indestructibility of the sunrise. The expectation of the promise holds us together until the night 
becomes the day. We must not, we will not, miss the standing still time. 
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